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At NoveList, we take book recommendations personally.

Your readers’ time is precious, and they want book 
recommendations they can count on 24/7. But when 
you’re not there to help, do your readers have the 
guidance they need to find the right book? Does the 
information in your library’s catalog represent the 
experience you want for your readers?

NoveList librarians create access points for readers 
based on terms that matter to them, such as a book’s 
tone, an appropriate reading level for a student, and 
consistently applied subject headings. With On the 
Shelf, your readers will also know whether a chosen 
book is available. 

Select
Enrich your library catalog



Meaningful read-alike recommendations
We provide read-alike suggestions for books based 
on common subjects and similar tones, not superficial 
matches based on the same publication date or that 
both books happen to be classics or have won the 
same award.

Why a book is being recommended
NoveList librarians make thoughtful, unique 
recommendations. Result: readers who love 
atmospheric historical fiction might be exposed to 
gothic fiction, but never a violent thriller.

Recommendations for title, authors, and series
In addition to much-loved titles, we know that readers 
have favorite authors and series! Readers will love 
having recommendations for all three.  

Reader-friendly access points
Our story mixer makes it fun for readers to interact with 
NoveList appeal terms, genres, and themes. Results 
can be filtered to your library’s collection, so readers 
can find a great book to check out or place on hold.
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Give your readers recommendations they can count on. 
With NoveList Select, you’ll get: 

Audiobook recommendations
We take audiobook lovers’ listening expectations into 
account. Readers can find books read by their favorite 
narrator, books read by a full cast, or books performed 
in front of a live audience — the kinds of experiences 
that are important to listeners. 

Reading level information
NoveList makes it easy for readers to select ‘just-
right’ books by putting Lexile® levels and Accelerated 
Reader information into your catalog. Readers can 
quickly browse by the desired level or range.

More of what matters to readers
Real-time holdings information, curated reading lists, 
book discussion guides, links to e-resources, links to 
NextReads newsletters … all in your catalog. 

A great customer service experience
Our support team wants to make sure that Select 
works for you the way that you want it to. From 
purchase onward, they’ll guide you to make the best 
choices for your readers.


